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July 24th 2009:Our Sexy Parts- Sexual Anatomy
I can’t say enough about how excited I am for this episode.
Ellen Head, an expert in anatomy, will be joining us to talk
about all our private parts. I have studied a lot about sex, but in
this episode I look forward to learning more cutting edge
information having to do with my nether regions. In my practice
I see so many people who still don’t know where the g-spot is,
or that the a-spot even exists. The more you know about what
you are playing with, the better you can play! So join us for the
most fun and informative episode yet. Oh, and Chef Jon will be
sharing an orgasmic recipe for
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Featured Guest
Ellen Heed
Ellen Heed initiated the Women's Sacred Anatomy Project, with the intention of starting
a fresh sexual revolution for the 21st Century. The Project was created to focus on the
primacy of female sexual experience by teaching detailed female sexual anatomy
exclusively to women. In 2007 Ellen completed certification by the State of California as
a Sexological Bodyworker. She is aware that inadequate sex education results in a lack
of confidence about the basics responsible touch and effective communication skills
about sexual boundaries. In her private practice she seeks to educate both men and
women about the full extent of their erotic possibilities. She travels internationally to
teach work
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